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Introduction: Young hillside gully features on
Mars have stirred debate about the potential
involvement and relative role of fluids at the surface.
Proposed mechanisms for gully formation include
surface runoff fed by subsurface aquifers [1-5],
discharge of saline ground water or brine [6, 7],
melting of near-surface ice due to warmer conditions
in the past [8] or geothermal heating [9], and melting
of contemporary snow packs [10] that accumulated
due to volatile transport from the poles [11].
Additional hypotheses that do not involve liquid
water include liquid carbon dioxide breakout [12] and
dry flows of aeolian material [13]. Systematic
investigations have found that gullies and gully-
related features, to first order, are preferentially
located within latitudinal zones between 30° and 50°
north and south; of these bands, the southern
hemispheric zone contains more gully features. Most
surveys focus on gullies forming along crater walls or
short channel sections. The Dao and Harmakhis
Vallis systems, however, provide a unique
opportunity to evaluate gully features with respect to
latitude, elevation, slope orientation, and geologic
unit in a single, distinct geologic setting.

Geologic Setting: Dao and Harmakhis Valles
dissect the northeast rim of the Hellas basin and
collectively extend for a length of ~2400 kilometers,
a considerably greater length than for individual
gullied crater rims. These canyons also continuously
span nearly 15 degrees of latitude (from ~30° to 45°
south, the zone shown to have a significantly higher
population of gullies), and they have a 5-kilometer
elevation drop from their heads to their termini,
which may affect local climate and thus local wall
morphology. The walls of Dao and Harmakhis Valles
are dominantly northwest and southeast facing;
however, minor undulations along their lengths
provide east-west and north-south exposures as well.
Northwest-, or equator-, facing slopes are typically
saturated by sunlight in high-resolution images and
therefore provide less robust feature identification.
This study primarily focuses on the characterization
of the pole-facing walls of Dao and Harmakhis
Valles using MGS and Mars Odyssey data; equator-
facing slopes are evaluated where possible.

Methodology: THEMIS infrared images provide
full coverage of the walls of Dao and Harmakhis
Valles; however, IR image resolution is not sufficient
to make robust identification of wall features. On the
other hand, Mars Orbital Camera (MOC) narrow
angle images (over 100) provide ideal resolution, but
lack the spatial coverage required for a complete

analysis. THEMIS visible images provide both the
resolution (intermediate to MOC and THEMIS IR)
and the areal coverage (nearly complete) for
expanded study and characterization of the Dao and
Harmakhis Vallis walls. In previous work [14], using
MOC images, three distinct morphologies were
identified along vallis walls (Fig 1.): 1) Mantled
walls display filled alcoves as well as walls that are
completely covered by surficial deposits likely con-

Figure 1. MOC narrow angle images along Dao and
Harmakhis Valles.  North to top, scale bar = 1km.  top)
mantled, image M2200161, mid) incised, image M0200392,
bot) exposed, image E1400682.
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sisting of dust and ice [15].  Mantled morphology is
similar to Malin and Edgett’s ‘occupied,’ and
Christensen’s ‘pasted-on material.’ 2) Incised mantle
walls display partially to totally filled alcoves with
superposed longitudinal depressions, and 3) walls
with exposed gullies display a complete alcove-gully-
apron system; aprons typically coalesce at the base of
the slope in an undulating ridge that may represent
mantle material transported from the wall to the floor
[16].

Observations: Two major trends emerge from
initial analysis of features along the walls of Dao and
Harmakhis Valles (Fig 2.): 1) mantled walls are more
prevalent to the south and at lower elevations,
whereas exposed gullies occupy regions to the north
and at higher elevations, and 2) although all three
feature types are oriented to the southeast, only
mantle materials are observed on walls facing the
southwest, whereas only exposed gullies are seen on
northeast facing walls. These mutually exclusive
spatial relationships (latitude, elevation, and
orientation), although not definitive, strongly suggest
a temperature dependent nature for mantle
preservation. Regional topography and latitude
control ambient temperatures, which are overprinted
by local insolation effects due to wall orientation.
Although a genetic relationship between the mantle
and gullies are not required to explain their spatial
associations, the simplest explanation may be that an
icy-rich mantle (dirty snow-pack) is melting,
providing water to carve gullies that are eventually
exposed from underneath it. Multiple episodes of
snow accumulation and subsequent melting may be
required to achieve some of the mature (deeply
incised) alcoves present along the walls of Dao and
Harmakhis Valles.
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Latitude range: 32.65°S to 43.14°S
Elevation range: -2198 to -5828 m

Latitude range: 32.66°S to 41.89°S
Elevation range: -2233 to -5228 m

Latitude range: 31.01°S to 39.59°S
Elevation range: -1169 to -4907 m

Figure 2. Orientation, latitude, and elevation data of 283
wall features along Dao and Harmakhis Valles. Rose plots
represent the compass direction of the normal to the slope
face where the particular wall feature is observed (error +/- 5
degrees); elevation was measured from the uppermost cusp
of the exposed alcove or mantle material (error +/- 100 m);
latitude is from georeferenced GIS database (error +/-
0.05°).
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